**Abstract**

Non-Player Characters (NPCs) significantly enhance the player experience in many games. Historically, players’ interactions with NPCs have tended to be highly scripted, to be limited to natural language responses to be selected by the player, and to not involve dynamic change in game state. In this work, we demonstrate that use of a few example conversational prompts can power a conversational agent to generate both natural language and novel code. This approach can permit development of NPCs with which players can have grounded conversations that are free-form and less repetitive. We demonstrate our approach using OpenAI Codex (GPT-3 finetuned on GitHub), with Minecraft game development as our test bed. We show that with a few example promptsootnote{We release the prompt and the wrapper code in this repository \url{https://github.com/microsoft/interactive-minecraft-npcs}}, a Codex-based agent can generate novel code, hold multi-turn conversations and answer questions about structured data. We evaluate this application using experienced gamers in a Minecraft realm and provide analysis of failure cases and suggest possible directions for solutions.

1 **Introduction**

The recent advent of large pre-trained language models such as GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) has fostered spectacular advances in text-generation. In this work, we focus on the potential application of these large language models in video games. In games, Non-Player Characters (NPCs) enhance the player experience by providing interaction, often involving conversation. Currently players’ conversations with NPCs are highly scripted: in a typical scenario players must select from a set of preset responses that they can give to the NPC. Moreover, this interaction is limited to natural language responses, and does not directly involve dynamic game state change as part of the interaction. Below, we explore some first steps towards creating functionally agentive NPCs with which players can hold free-form conversations that are grounded in the game and which players can instruct to perform actions that change the game state by having the NPC adaptively generate code that calls functions exposed by the game API. This is done by a single language model that generates both natural language and code. To this end, we use OpenAI Codex (Chen et al., 2021) (a GPT-3 model finetuned on GitHub data). We demonstrate that by simply including examples of both natural language conversations and code in the prompt, Codex can generalize to interesting new settings, opening up intriguing possibilities for enhanced player experiences and game development.

We employ Minecraft as our test bed. First, this
Figure 2: Sample prompt given to the Codex model to power an NPC in Minecraft.

is an open-world game where players creatively build artifacts in the environment. This makes Minecraft a good use case for providing NPCs that can converse and perform tasks for the player, something that Minecraft currently does not do. Second, Minecraft has rich game APIs in scripting languages,\(^2\) that permit models to write function calls that allow the NPC perform in-game actions.

We investigate these Codex-powered NPCs through an exploratory user study. We ask experienced gamers to interact with the NPC to accomplish tasks in a Minecraft realm: obtain crafting recipes, mine resources, craft items and, lastly, break out of two escape rooms. Figure 1 shows two sample interactions. We analyze these interactions, and discuss fail cases and what modifications might be needed to handle them. We also present discussion of some interesting avenues of future research in the gaming space that might be achieved by fine-tuning on game APIs.

\(^2\) Related Work

The Minecraft gaming environment is increasingly widely used as a platform for researching agents and machine-human collaboration. MALMO (Johnson et al., 2016) is a test-bed for machine learning architectures trained on reinforcement learning. (Rose, 2014) showcases dialog in which players provide NPCs with information and the NPCs retain episodic memory and identify player’s sentiments. (Szlam et al., 2019) lays out the motivation for building assistants in Minecraft. (Gray et al., 2019) describes a framework for dialog-enabled interactive agents using high-level, handwritten composable actions. (Jayannavar et al., 2020) study collaborative conversation between a builder and an architect about structure building. IGLU: Interactive Grounded Language Understanding in a Collaborative Environment has emerged a competition to explore interactions in a Minecraft environment. (Kiseleva et al., 2021).

The model we explore here is distinct from the previous Minecraft-related work in that it generates novel code that allows the NPC 1) to perform contextually viable actions (moving around, mining, crafting, etc), 2) to answer questions about structured Minecraft data (such as crafting recipes) and

---

\(^2\) We use the open-source Mineflayer API. Microsoft recently released a first-party API with similar functionality in its GameTest Framework SimulatedPlayer class. This is still under development and was not available for us at the time we conducted our experiments.
3) to engage in multi-turn conversations.

This richness does not emerge in a vacuum: it draws on several convergent lines of research. Large pre-trained language models (PLMs) such as GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) and GPT-J have become the predominant paradigm for text generation. Research in neural modelling of dialogue has focused on powerful new models derived from these, such as DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), Meena (Adiwardana et al., 2020), PLATO-XL (Bao et al., 2021), and LaMDA (Thoppilan et al., 2022) that offer rich potential for open-ended conversational applications.

The application of new prompting functions to large PLMs enables them to perform few-shot or zero-shot learning to adapt to new scenarios with little or no data (Liu et al., 2021). This approach, too, is rapidly being mainstreamed in dialogue generation. (Madotto et al., 2021) employ prompting to select different dialogue skills, access multiple knowledge sources, generate human-like responses, and track user preferences. (Zheng and Huang, 2021) use prompt-based few-shot learning for grounded dialogue generation, in an approach similar to ours. PLMs that have been tuned on code repositories, typically GitHub, have begun to be used to automate coding processes and generate code according to programmer’s textual specifications, e.g., (Chen et al., 2021) and PaLm-Coder (Chowdhery et al., 2022). (Shin and Durme, 2021) suggest that models pre-trained on code may also benefit semantic parsing for natural language understanding. (Nijkamp et al., 2022) explore conversational program synthesis within this framework, and is close in spirit to the current work by virtue of its focus on emergent conversational properties.

3 Methodology

Our model is based on few-shot prompting of a large language model, in which a small number of sample instances in the prompt generalize to new unseen input (Brown et al., 2020). We use Codex (the code-davinci-002 model) and the Mineflayer API, together with MineCraft (Java Edition v.1.17.1). Our goal is to have the NPC respond to the player’s input appropriately according to whether the input requires a purely natural language response or a call to a function to perform some action. Figure 2 shows a section of the prompt we provide to the model. The prompt begins with the following statement: “This file contains Minecraft bot commands and the code needed to accomplish them using the Mineflayer JavaScript library. If asked something conversational, the bot should use bot.chat() to answer.” This tells the model that the prompt includes natural language commands and the code needed to accomplish them. We include in the prompt the natural language commands and the code that need to be generated to enable basic NPC functionalities.

A new command from the player is appended to this seed prompt and sent to the Codex model. In the abstracted code, we evaluate the generated completion. When the completion includes a function call to the game API, the corresponding action is performed by the NPC inside the game. When it includes a call to the bot.chat() function, (discussed below) the response string is displayed on the chat interface. For each subsequent input, the prompt includes the seed prompt plus the previous player commands and model completions. When the prompt exceeds the allowed token limit (2048 tokens), we revert to the seed prompt and report to the player that the context has been reset.

We further refine this prompting approach using the following strategies:

Using a stop sequence: Since we want only to generate NPC responses (and not an entire conversation), we use a stop sequence (comment operator). Player input always starts with the stop sequence.

Syntactic sugaring: The Mineflayer API contains lower-level functions that might be hard to map to a natural language command. We therefore wrap it in more abstract code to be handled by the Codex model, e.g., the functions locateBlock, openChest and listItemsInChest in Figure 2.

Using the bot.chat() function: We use the chat interface within the Minecraft game for interaction between player and NPC. The model calls the bot.chat() function whenever the NPC needs to respond using natural language.

Function chaining: Player instructions may require the NPC to perform multiple actions, in particular, map to multiple function calls where subsequent calls depend on the success or failure of previous calls. In Figure 2, the instruction “open the chest” triggers a chain of functions where the bot first locates the chest, opens it, then finally responds with the result.

3A full list of these functions is provided in Appendix A
4We release the wrapper code in this GitHub repository https://github.com/microsoft/interactive-minecraft-npcs
Autoregressive prompting: Also known as Retrieval-Augmented Generation (RAG) (Lewis et al., 2020). For prompts that require knowledge of game state, e.g., inventory/crafting queries, we create a call through Codex that first gathers the requisite information and then self-generates a call to itself with the needed information. The last command shown in Figure 2 responds to crafting questions by first obtaining an ingredient list, then calls createQueryPrompt to generate a secondary completion on a sub-prompt (Figure 3) using the data.

4 User Study

We conduct a user study to evaluate our NPC. We invite eight participants who have previously played Minecraft. Each participant had an hour to complete the study and to answer the post study survey questions. The study consists of five parts:

4.1 Get Crafting Recipe

Participants interacted with the NPC to determine the ingredients and their count necessary to craft 5 items: wooden pickaxe, furnace, clock, pumpkin pie, and any resource of their choice.

Table 4 shows sample player inputs and generated code. We find that participants used different phrases (see table 1) to frame their questions and the NPC was usually able to correctly map these to the right function call. It was able handle minor variation in the resource name (‘wood pickaxe’ instead of ‘wooden pickaxe’), misspellings (‘furnace’), contextual phrasing (‘what goes into a pumpkin pie’ since its a food item), and non-question phrasing (‘recipe for clock’). Some participants held extensive conversations with the NPC where they asked additional questions about the resource or its ingredients.5

Overall, across all participants, excluding cases where the resource did not have a crafting recipe, the success rate for the 4 specified resources was 85%, whereas that for the ‘any resource’ category was 75%. The fail cases split into two categories: those where resources had a crafting recipe and those where resources did not. When a resource had a crafting recipe, all fail cases belonged to the ‘natural language response instead of function call’ category. This happened primarily when the query was preceded by a lengthy language-only conversation without calls to code. Table 2 includes fail cases for resources without a crafting recipe. In the first two cases, the NPC’s response (“could not find recipe”) seems appropriate but uninformative. In the third case the NPC hallucinates a recipe: nether portal is not an object that can be crafted.

5Analysis included in the Appendix.
Table 1: Different participant queries and NPC responses to get ingredients and count required to create resource

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>User query</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wooden pickaxe</td>
<td>what do I need to create a wood pickaxe?</td>
<td>You need 3 oak planks and 2 sticks to make a wooden pickaxe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnace</td>
<td>how can I build a furnace?</td>
<td>You need 8 cobblestones to make a furnace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumpkin pie</td>
<td>what goes into a pumpkin pie?</td>
<td>You need 1 pumpkin, 1 egg and 1 sugar to make a pumpkin pie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>what items are needed to build a clock, yo?</td>
<td>You need 4 gold ingots and 1 redstone to make a clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock</td>
<td>recipe for clock</td>
<td>You need 4 gold ingots and 1 redstone to make a clock.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon</td>
<td>what do I need for a beacon?</td>
<td>You need 5 glass, 1 nether star, and 3 obsidian to make a beacon.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Participant queries that failed to generate the expected response from the NPC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Reason for failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do I make a sword?</td>
<td>Could not find recipe for sword</td>
<td>There are multiple types of sword.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how to craft saddle</td>
<td>Could not find recipe for saddle</td>
<td>You can’t craft a saddle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how to build nether portal</td>
<td>You need 3 dark oak planks to build a nether portal</td>
<td>Nether portal is not something you can craft.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Mine Resource

Participants asked the NPC to mine 1 dirt and 4 oak logs. Table 3 shows sample interactions. The last column shows the code generated with each NPC response. In the first case, in response to the player command “can you get me 1 dirt?”, the NPC checked whether it had dirt in its inventory. Since it didn’t, it responded “I don’t have any dirt in my inventory” and then mined the dirt for the player. However, after mining the dirt, it failed to give it to the player by dropping it near them. In the second case, when the user said “go cut down an oak log”, the model called the function cutTree that did not exist. When the user followed up by being more Minecraft-specific (“mine the tree”), the model was able to generalize tree to “oak log”. Additional example interactions and their analysis may be found in the appendix.

4.3 Craft Item

Participants asked the NPC to craft an oak plank, a crafting table and a chest. The third example in table 3 shows an interaction involving crafting an oak plank. When the player asked if the NPC can craft an oak plank, the NPC generated a chain of functions where it first obtained the ingredients of an oak plank and then created a query for the question answering prompt where it checked whether it had those ingredients in its inventory. Since it did not have them, it threw an error message indicating that it couldn’t make the plank. The player followed up by asking what is needed to make the plank and the NPC responded with the recipe for making oak plank. The player then asked the NPC to get the oak log and make the plank. The NPC then mined the oak log and crafted the oak plank. See the appendix for further examples.

4.4 Gather Minecraft knowledge

To get an idea what kinds of questions a typical Minecraft player might want to ask an NPC, we had participants ask freeform general knowledge questions of the NPC. Figure 6 shows a sample interaction. Participants tested the NPC’s knowledge of of the game. They were interested in whether the NPC can get numerical facts correct, how much it knows about where to mine or find resources, whether it can answer comparative questions, does it know the purpose of different things in Minecraft, and does it have a personality of its own. More example queries are found in the appendix.

4.5 Escape from Two Rooms

Participants collaborated with the NPC to successfully escape from two rooms. In the first, both player and NPC had to stand on two separate pressure plates simultaneously to release a diamond pickaxe that the player could use to break out. Dif-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player Utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Generated Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| can you get me 1 dirt?              | No, I don’t have any dirt in my inventory; I got your dirt | if(isInInventory(bot, ‘dirt’)) {  
  goToPlayer(bot, username)  
  .then(() => dropItem(bot, ‘dirt’))  
  .then(() => bot.chat(‘I got your dirt’))  
} else {  
  bot.chat(‘No, I don’t have any dirt in my inventory;’)  
  .then(() => mineBlock(bot, ‘dirt’))  
  .then(() => goToPlayer(bot, username))  
  .then(() => bot.chat(‘I got your dirt’))  
} |
| go cut down an oak log               | Here you go!  | cutTree is not defined  
mineBlock(bot, ‘oak_log’)  
.then(() => goToPlayer(bot, username))  
.then(() => bot.chat(‘Here you go!’)) |
| mine the tree                        | Here you go!  | mineBlock(bot, ‘oak_log’)  
.dropItem(bot, ‘oak_log’)  
.then(() => goToPlayer(bot, username))  
.then(() => bot.chat(‘Here you go!’)) |
| give me the oak log                  | Here you go!  | dropItem(bot, ‘oak_log’)  
.then(() => goToPlayer(bot, username))  
.then(() => bot.chat(‘Here you go!’)) |
| can you craft an oak plank?          | I’ll craft you an oak plank! I couldn’t make the oak plank. | getIngredients(bot, ‘oak_planks’)  
.then(ingredients => createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients,  
  ‘Can you craft an oak plank’)  
  .then(queryPrompt => model.getCompletion(queryPrompt))  
  .then(completion => evaluateCode(completion, true))  
  .then(() => craftItem(bot, ‘oak_planks’, 1))  
  .then(() => equipItem(bot, ‘oak_planks’))  
  .then(success => success ? bot.chat(‘I made an oak plank!’) :  
    _throw(‘I couldn’t make the oak plank’));  
getIngredients(bot, ‘oak_planks’)  
.then(ingredients => createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients,  
  ‘Can you get an oak log and then make the oak plank’)  
  .then(queryPrompt => model.getCompletion(queryPrompt))  
  .then(completion => evaluateCode(completion, true))  
  .then(() => mineBlock(bot, ‘oak_log’, 1))  
  .then(() => craftItem(bot, ‘oak_planks’, 1))  
  .then(() => equipItem(bot, ‘oak_planks’))  
  .then(success => success ? bot.chat(‘I made an oak plank!’) :  
    _throw(‘I couldn’t make the oak plank’)); |

Table 3: Player and NPC interaction for mining 1 dirt, mining 4 oak logs and crafting an oak plank.

Figure 6: Player asking NPC questions about Minecraft

Different participants used different strategies to get the NPC to stand on the plate. In most cases, participants used the phrase “stand on the pressure plate”. In a few cases, they used phrases such as “stand on this square” and “stand on that purple tile” which failed because the NPC lacks the ability to map square or purple tile to the pressure plate. Similarly, the phrase “stand where I am looking” also failed because NPC lacks visual capabilities. All participants were able to escape the room, with the average time being 2 mins 30 secs.

In the second room, the player was trapped in a cobweb. A chest placed at a distance held the ingredients necessary to make an iron sword. To escape, participants needed to get the NPC to make the sword and give it to them. Table 4 shows a sample interaction between participant and NPC in this room. We found that the NPC is able to generate complex code (with novel function chains) during these interactions. Of the 8 participants, 7 successfully escaped with the help of the NPC.
4.6 Post Study Survey

Participants filled out a survey where they rated their overall experience interacting with the NPC. They were asked to judge the fluency, relevancy and informativeness of the NPC responses, compare this NPC experience with other in-game NPC experiences, and finally provide feedback on how this experience could be improved. Figure 7 shows the results of the survey. 6 out of the 7 participants found the interaction with the NPC fun and said they would interact with it if it existed in a game, thus showing value in pursuing this direction further. Some thought the NPC was helpful and its responses were fluent and informative. Most thought the responses were only somewhat relevant and also often hurt the game experience. This suggests the need for further improving the proposed model and working on the shortcomings of prompt-based approach.

5 NPC Capabilities

On analyzing interactions in the user study, we find that the NPC exhibits the following capabilities:

Parse unseen commands: The NPC can understand player commands that are not in the prompt but correspond to an existing functionality. It can map the command ‘make me a chest’ (not in the prompt) to the right function calls and create the chest or explain why it can’t.

Generalize to new functionality: For some low-level functionality, the NPC can generalize to unseen functions. For example, since the command ‘move forward’ is included in the prompt, the NPC knows how to call the right functions to move in other directions (backward, right and left).

Hold multi-turn conversation: The NPC can retain the context (both code and language) and maintain a multi-turn conversation in which the NPC both responds using natural language and takes actions within the game.

Generate language about code: The NPC can remember multi-turn context and answering questions about the code (and the language) generated in previous contexts. It can answer questions such as “What did you just do?” and “What directions have you moved?”.

Switch between code & language generation: Depending on the player command and the previous context, the NPC is able to automatically decide when to respond using natural language and when to generate a function call.

Question answering: The NPC is able to answer questions about its inventory (e.g. “what do u have in your inventory?”), “do you have X?”, “how many of X do you have” etc), about crafting recipes (e.g. “how can I make a chest?”), (“how many cobblestones do I need to make a furnace”) and answer questions that require both inventory and crafting recipe information (e.g. “how many more cobblestones do I need to make a furnace?”). It can also answer questions generally about Minecraft. (The training data for GPT-3 includes Minecraft information available on the web.).

Generate novel function chains: Depending on the player command, the NPC is able to generate novel function chains by combining functions in an order unseen in the prompt. Table 3 includes multiple examples of such novel function chains.

6 Issues with Prompting

We also observed issues in our prompt-based approach. Many of are known issues in large language models, and more specifically in prompt engineering (Reynolds and McDonell, 2021; Liu et al., 2022) and longer conversations with agents in general (Xu et al., 2021). Principled solutions pose interesting avenues for future investigation.

Calling non-existent functions: In response to command, the NPC may attempt to call a function that does not exist in the API. For example, when the user asks the NPC to put a block down, the NPC calls the placeBlock function which is not in
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player Utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Generated Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>get what is on the chest</td>
<td>Looks like 64 iron ingot and 64 stick</td>
<td><code>locateBlock(bot, 'chest', 1)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>.then(chestBlock =&gt; listItemsInChest(bot, chestBlock))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>.then(response =&gt; bot.chat('Looks like ' + response))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>takeAllItemsFromChest is not defined</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>locateBlock(bot, 'chest', 1)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(chestBlock =&gt; getItemFromChest(bot, chestBlock, 'iron_ingot', 64))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(chestBlock =&gt; getItemFromChest(bot, chestBlock, 'stick', 64))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I got your iron ingots and sticks!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn’t get your iron ingots and sticks!&quot;)))</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take everything</td>
<td>I got your iron ingots and sticks!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take the 64 iron ingots and the 64 sticks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craft an iron sword</td>
<td>OK I’ll craft you an iron sword! I made an iron sword!.</td>
<td><code>getIngredients(bot, 'iron_sword')</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'craft an iron sword'))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true))</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'iron_sword', 1)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'iron_sword')</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I made an iron sword!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn’t make the iron sword&quot;));</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>goToPlayer(bot, username)</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then() =&gt; dropItem(bot, 'iron_sword', 4) )</code>&lt;br&gt;<code>then() =&gt; bot.chat(&quot;Here you go!&quot;))</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give me the iron sword</td>
<td>Here you go!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Player utterance, NPC response and the code generated during the second escape room interaction.

the codebase. This might solved by providing the model with a list of existing functions (perhaps in the prompt), but a more principled solution may lie in fine-tuning the model on the game API itself.

**Context exceeding prompt token limit:** When the conversation exceeds the prompt’s token limit, the prompt needs to be reset. This makes the NPC lose the context of the conversation. Instead of erasing the conversational history, it may be possible to prune irrelevant parts of the context to keep within the token limit. Some form of multi-stage prompting (Liu et al., 2022) may provide a solution.

**Conversational response instead of function call:** The NPC sometimes responds conversationally when the correct behavior would be to call a function. We observe that this happens when the player’s command is preceded by a long language-only conversation thus priming the model for a language only response. On the other hand, if the preceding context includes function calls, then the same user command triggers the right function call. It may be difficult to fix this issue purely by prompt engineering. A better solution may be to fine-tune the Codex model on curated player NPC conversations that include by function calls.

**Factual Inaccuracies:** When the player asks general questions about Minecraft, the NPC gets the answer wrong. Table 11 includes instances of factual inaccuracies. A potential fix could be to incorporate a mechanism whereby the NPC can refer to an external knowledge source, e.g., as in retrieval-augmented methods (Lewis et al., 2020).

**Inconsistencies:** The NPC does not always have a consistent persona. In a few cases, it responds with a different answer for the same user query depending on the context, even when the question pertains to something that shouldn’t change with the context. This could be addressed by enforcing a strategy wherein the NPC maintains its persona throughout the conversation; Again, multi-stage prompting (Liu et al., 2022) may help.

**Repetition:** The NPC starts repeating itself. This is especially likely when player and NPC engage in a long conversation that doesn’t involve calls to code. In table 11, the player queries “what have you built?” and “have you built a house?”, receive the same response: “I have built a lot of things”. This may be addressable by metaprompt programming (Reynolds and McDonell, 2021) or multi-stage prompting (Liu et al., 2022).

**Recency bias:** The NPC can be biased by the most recent context and answers questions incorrectly. For example, if player has been conversing about things found in an ocean, and then asks “where is the best place to look for diamonds?”, the NPC responds incorrectly “The best place to look for diamonds is in the ocean”. Retrieval-augmented methods, e.g., (Lewis et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021), may provide the needed factual grounding.
7 Conclusion

Codex-powered NPCs can integrate both conversational and task-oriented language interactions almost seamlessly with code generation in asset-rich contexts, and suggest huge potential for new kinds of gaming experience, including the generation of side quests (Appendix F). Gaming, moreover, is a rich sandbox-like environment for exploring complex agent interactions with code and addressing issues faced by large language models. The behavior of NPCs shed light many of the challenges encountered by large pretrained models of language and code in sustaining persona, goals, and intents over the course of interactions. It remains to be seen whether solutions can be found within existing training and tuning strategies or whether they must be sought outside these models. These are important, ongoing research questions, as are the huge challenges remaining in mapping these interactions to image recognition and to game state.

Ethical Considerations

The use of very large language models runs the risk of exposing users to offensive or sensitive language that might be contained in training data. Potential harms include, but are not limited to, offensive references to classes of people and beliefs, encouragement of violence outside the game, and socially inappropriate sexual references. Any implementation outside a sandboxed research environment will need to build guardrails appropriate to the audience and game environment, and especially to provide protections for minors. In addition, implementations must be able to handle adversarial probes designed to elicit offensive language.

A further concern is that this technology may make it easier for users to manipulate NPCs to perform in socially inappropriate ways or to construct socially inappropriate objects. Longer-term, the ability to enable users themselves to generate code that can affect game state may pose security threats.
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A NPC functionalities

We include in the prompt the natural language commands and the code that should be generated to enable the following basic NPC functionalities:
- Move forward
- Jump
- Look at the player
- Come to the player
- Follow the player
- Locate a block
- Mine a block
- Get the crafting recipe of an item
- Craft an item
- Open a chest
- Take items from chest
- Put items into the chest
- Close the chest
- List all items in inventory
- Check if item is in the inventory
- Get count of item in inventory
- Give item to player

B Post user study survey questions

Following the study, the participants filled out a survey that had the following questions:

(a) How would you rate your skill in Minecraft?
(b) How would you rate your skill as a gamer in general?
(c) Did you have fun while interacting with the NPC in this study?
(d) How did you find this NPC interaction in comparison to the interactions you might have had with dialog-capable NPCs in other games (e.g., Skyrim)?
(e) How fluent were the NPC’s responses?
(f) How relevant were the NPC’s responses?
(g) How informative were the NPC’s responses?
(h) Did you feel like you were interacting with an NPC with a consistent persona?
(i) When the NCP’s response was incorrect, how much did that hurt your game experience?
(j) How magical did the experience of interacting with an NPC feel? If it didn’t, can you explain why not?
(k) What could be done to improve the experience of interacting with the NPC?

(l) How useful were your interactions with this NPC in helping you better understand how to play Minecraft?
(m) More generally, would you prefer interacting with such an NPC to learn a new game, as opposed to a tutorial or an FAQ?
(n) Would you ever want to interact with an NPC like this generally in any game?
(o) What are some useful applications of this kind of NPC to enrich game experiences (in general, not only in Minecraft)?
(p) If this technology could reach the level of a companion (like an AI-gamer friend) that you could take to any game, would you want to use it?

C User study analysis

C.1 Get Crafting Recipe

In this part of the user study, some participants had a longer conversation with the NPC around the resource. Table 5 includes such an interaction around wooden pickaxe. The NPC is able to effectively switch between code calling and natural language response. In this particular example, the participant asked “can I only use oak to make a wooden pickaxe, why not pine?” to understand if the NPC knows that wooden pickaxes can be of various different types. Interestingly, the NPC first called the recipe function to respond that you need sticks in addition to oak planks to make the pickaxe. And then it generated a natural language response where it said you can use any wood to make the pickaxe. This shows the kind of complex behavior that can be generated by the codex model.

Table 6 is an example of a fail case for question answering. Although the initial query ‘how do I make a furnace’ correctly mapped to a recipe function call, the later query ‘How do I make a clock’ failed to do so since it was preceded with a length language-only conversation. The participant, however, was able to recover by asking a more specific question ‘in terms of raw materials, what do I need to make a clock?’.

C.2 Mine Resource

Table 7 shows sample interactions for mining task. In the first case, the user’s query was similar to that in table 3, however this time the NPC only checked for dirt in its inventory and when it didn’t find any dirt, it said “I have no dirt”. But it did not
Table 5: Interaction between a participant and NPC around creation of a wooden pickaxe

Table 6: Sample interaction where the NPC failed to map user query to recipe function for a resource that has a crafting recipe. The user query preceded with lengthy context that required purely natural language response.

follow it with mining the dirt as it did in the first case. When the user explicitly used the term ‘mine’ in their next utterance, the NPC mined the dirt for them. This suggests that the model is not able to always generalize “bring me” to the mine action. In the second case, the player was more direct and said “mine dirt” and in response the NPC mined the dirt. Next the player said “drop dirt” and the NPC went to the player and dropped the dirt close to the player.

The third case is similar to the first. The notable difference is that the model is able to understand the compound instruction “can you mine some dirt and give it to me” and correctly generates the code to first mine and then drop the item near the user. The fourth case depicts an instance of fail case belonging to the ‘natural language response instead of function call’ category. Although this player used the same utterance as in the first case, the NPC’s response was purely natural language. When the player followed this with “get me one dirt” and “i want one dirt”, both times, the model tried to call a function getItem() that did not exist. After doing a reset of the prompt, however, the user was able to get the NPC to mine them the dirt.

The fifth case is a successful interaction around mining of oak logs. In addition to generating the correct code, the NPC’s responses (“I’m chopping the oak logs” and “I dropped the oak logs”) were customized to the player’s phrasing (“please chop oak logs” and “drop oak logs”). The sixth case depicts a success case for mining of 4 oak logs. The last case depicts a failure case when the user says “bring me some oak logs please”, they were expecting the NPC to mine the logs and then give them to the user. However, the model only generated the code for mining the oak logs. When the user followed it up with a verbose utterance (“you are holding the logs, please throw them at my feed”), the model was not able to map this to dropping of the oak logs. Likewise, the phrase “pass me the logs” also did not map to dropping of the oak logs. Instead, in both these cases it generated a purely natural language response (“I am holding the oak logs”).

C.3 Gather Minecraft Knowledge

Table 11 contains example queries where participants tested NPC’s general knowledge about Minecraft. We group them by different aspects. In the first four aspects, the models get several questions wrong, suggesting the need for the integration of Minecraft specific knowledge base into the model. The last aspect (personality of the NPC)
suggests that users would like the NPC to have a persona and a history of its previous game experience.

D Details of Escape Rooms

Both rooms had clues written on the wall or on boards that helped users figure out the path to escape. Figures 8 and 9 shows the clues written on the wall/boards in the two rooms.

E Need for Visual Capabilities

During the user study, we found multiple instances where participants were expecting the NPC to be able to see the things in the games, just like a player does. Figure 10 shows one such instance where player pointed at a crafting table and asked the NPC “what is this”. The NPC responded “this is a chat” since it had only textual context. Figure 11 shows another instance where participant pointed at a location and told the NPC “place the crafting table here”. Lastly, during the escape room interaction, one participant looked at the pressure plate and told the NPC “stand where I am looking”. These cases strongly suggest the need for the NPC to have visual capabilities.
F Side Quest Generation

We also experiment with the idea of side quest generation. Side quests represent a large amount of content that players engage with, they spend hours wandering worlds based on instructions given by NPCs. The more quests we can create automatically, the longer the player can spend exploring their favorite world. This technology is meant for open-world games like in Fallout, the OuterWorlds, or Skyrim. We design a separate prompt with few sample quests. When the player asks for a quest, the NPC generates a new quest where it requests one or more items from the player and devises a relevant backstory as to why the requested items are needed. The NPC then checks whether or not the player has completed the quest, and provides a reward if so. The necessary code to execute this logic is generated by the Codex model.

1. For example, if the player asks, "Do you have a quest for me?". User (U) says hello to Quest-Giver (Q), which is a prompt-based model that is given some summary of the state of the game (including items that exist in the game).

2. Q specifies in response: (a) backstory; (b) reward; (c) quests; and (d) code logic that checks for quest completion. Quests are items to retrieve. An example of a quest backstory would be: "The recent festival was wonderful, but I fear my children were just a bit too rambunctious. I hear there is a new potion for sale that would slow down anyone who drinks it. I would like to try it out on my kids. Please get me some", in reference to a slowness potion.

3. U gets an item X

4. U says to Q some paraphrase of "I got the X that you asked for", this triggers code that results in U /give X to Q, followed by Q inspecting inventory to verify it was given X and that it previously asked for X

5. If all quests completed, Q says "here is your reward", with an associated /give to U
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player Utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Generated Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Please bring me 1 dirt</td>
<td>I have no dirt</td>
<td>if(isInInventory(bot, 'dirt')) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>goToPlayer(bot, username)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; dropItem(bot, 'dirt'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; bot.chat(&quot;Here you go!&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>} else {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bot.chat(&quot;I have no dirt&quot;);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>please mine 1 dirt for me</td>
<td>Here you go!</td>
<td>mineBlock(bot, 'dirt')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mine dirt</td>
<td>I mined the dirt!</td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; goToPlayer(bot, username))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop dirt</td>
<td>I dropped the dirt!</td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; bot.chat(&quot;I dropped the dirt!&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can you get me a piece of dirt</td>
<td>I have no dirt</td>
<td>if(isInInventory(bot, 'dirt')) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can you mine some dirt and</td>
<td>Here you go!</td>
<td>goToPlayer(bot, username)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>give it to me</td>
<td></td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; dropItem(bot, 'dirt'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can you get me one dirt?</td>
<td>I can get you some dirt!</td>
<td>getItem is not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>get me one dirt</td>
<td></td>
<td>getItem is not defined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reset</td>
<td>I have no dirt</td>
<td>if(isInInventory(bot, 'dirt')) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bring me one dirt</td>
<td></td>
<td>goToPlayer(bot, username)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i want one dirt</td>
<td></td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; dropItem(bot, 'dirt'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mine one dirt</td>
<td>I got your dirt</td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; bot.chat(&quot;I got your dirt&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>please chop oak logs</td>
<td>I’m chopping the oak logs</td>
<td>mineBlock(bot, 'oak_log')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drop oak logs</td>
<td>I dropped the oak logs</td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; bot.chat(&quot;I’m chopping the oak logs&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I need 4 oak logs. Can you help?</td>
<td>Here you go!</td>
<td>dropItem(bot, 'oak_log', 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>please give me the oak logs</td>
<td>Here you go!</td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; goToPlayer(bot, username))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bring me some oak logs please</td>
<td>I got your logs</td>
<td>dropItem(bot, 'oak_log', 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you are holding the logs,</td>
<td></td>
<td>.then(() =&gt; goToPlayer(bot, username))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>please throw them at my feet</td>
<td>I am holding the oak logs</td>
<td>i am holding the oak logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am holding the oak logs</td>
<td></td>
<td>pass me the logs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Player utterance, NPC response and generated code during mining interaction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player Utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Generated Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| craft an oak plank | OK, I'll craft you an oak plank! I made an oak plank | getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks')
  .then(ingredients => createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Craft an oak plank'))
  .then(queryPrompt =>
    model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)
  )
  .then(completion =>
    evaluateCode(completion, true)
  )
  .then(() => craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 1))
  .then(() => equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks'))
  .then(success => success ?
    bot.chat("I made an oak plank!") :
    _throw("I couldn’t make the oak plank")); |
| give me the oak plank | Here you go! | |
| how do you make an oak plank? | You need 1 oak log to make I oak plank. I made an oak plank! | getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks')
  .then(ingredients =>
    createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'How do you make an oak plank'))
  .then(queryPrompt =>
    model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)
  )
  .then(completion =>
    evaluateCode(completion, true)
  )
  .then(() => craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 1))
  .then(() => equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks'))
  .then(success => success ?
    bot.chat("I made oak planks!") :
    _throw("I couldn’t make the oak plank")); |
| make me an oak plank | I'll make some oak planks! I couldn’t make the oak plank | getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks')
  .then(ingredients =>
    createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make an oak plank'))
  .then(queryPrompt =>
    model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)
  )
  .then(completion =>
    evaluateCode(completion, true)
  )
  .then(() => craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 1))
  .then(() => equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks'))
  .then(success => success ?
    bot.chat("I made oak planks!") :
    _throw("I couldn’t make the oak plank")); |
| <user dropped 1 oak log> make me an oak plank | OK, I'll make you an oak plank. I made oak planks! | getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks')
  .then(ingredients =>
    createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make an oak plank'))
  .then(queryPrompt =>
    model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)
  )
  .then(completion =>
    evaluateCode(completion, true)
  )
  .then(() => craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 1))
  .then(() => equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks'))
  .then(success => success ?
    bot.chat("I made oak planks!") :
    _throw("I couldn’t make the oak plank")); |

Table 8: Player utterance, NPC response and generated code for interaction around crafting an oak plank.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Generated Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>build a crafting table</td>
<td>I'll build you a crafting table. I built a crafting table</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'crafting_table') .then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Build a crafting table')) .then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)) .then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)) .then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'crafting_table', 1)) .then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'crafting_table')) .then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I built a crafting table!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn't build a crafting table&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>please make a crafting table</td>
<td>OK, I'll make you a crafting table. I couldn't make the crafting table.</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'crafting_table') .then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Please make a crafting table')) .then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)) .then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)) .then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'crafting_table', 1)) .then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'crafting_table')) .then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I built a crafting table!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn't build a crafting table&quot;))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what do you need to make a crafting table?</td>
<td>You need 4 oak planks to make a crafting table.</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'crafting_table') .then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'What do you need to make a crafting table')) .then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)) .then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)) .then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'crafting_table', 1)) .then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'crafting_table')) .then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I made a crafting table!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn't make the crafting table&quot;));</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make me 4 oak planks please</td>
<td>OK, I'll make you 4 oak planks! I made 4 oak planks.</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks') .then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make me 4 oak planks')) .then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)) .then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)) .then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 4)) .then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks')) .then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I made 4 oak planks!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn’t make the 4 oak planks&quot;);)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what resources do you have now?</td>
<td>I have 16 oak planks in my inventory</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks') .then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'What resources do you have now')) .then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)) .then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)) .then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 4)) .then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks')) .then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I made 4 oak planks!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn’t make the 4 oak planks&quot;);)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>please craft a crafting table</td>
<td>OK, I'll craft you a crafting table! I made a crafting table.</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'crafting_table') .then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Craft a crafting table')) .then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)) .then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)) .then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'crafting_table', 1)) .then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'crafting_table')) .then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat(&quot;I made a crafting table!&quot;) : _throw(&quot;I couldn’t make the crafting table&quot;);)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Player utterance, NPC response and generated code for interaction around crafting a crafting table.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Utterance</th>
<th>NPC Response</th>
<th>Generated Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>how do you make a chest?</td>
<td>You need 8 oak planks to make a chest. I couldn’t make the chest.</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'chest').then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'How do you make a chest')).then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)).then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make oak planks</td>
<td>OK, I’ll make you some oak planks! I couldn’t make the oak planks</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks').then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make oak planks')).then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)).then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)).then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 8)).then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks')).then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat('I made oak planks!') : _throw('I couldn’t make the oak planks'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chop oak</td>
<td>I chopped 4 oak logs!</td>
<td>locateBlock(bot, 'oak_log', 0).then(success =&gt; success ? chopTree(bot, 'oak_log', 4) : _throw('I couldn’t find any oak logs!')); getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks').then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make oak planks')).then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)).then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)).then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 8)).then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks')).then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat('I made oak planks!') : _throw('I couldn’t make the oak planks'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make oak planks</td>
<td>I made oak planks!</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'oak_planks').then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make oak planks')).then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)).then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)).then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'oak_planks', 8)).then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'oak_planks')).then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat('I made oak planks!') : _throw('I couldn’t make the oak planks'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how many oak planks</td>
<td>I have 12 oak planks in my inventory</td>
<td>createQueryPrompt(bot, 'How many oak planks do you have').then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)).then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>do you have?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make a chest</td>
<td>I made a chest!</td>
<td>getIngredients(bot, 'chest').then(ingredients =&gt; createQueryPrompt(bot, ingredients, 'Make a chest')).then(queryPrompt =&gt; model.getCompletion(queryPrompt)).then(completion =&gt; evaluateCode(completion, true)).then(() =&gt; craftItem(bot, 'chest', 1)).then(() =&gt; equipItem(bot, 'chest')).then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat('I made a chest!') : _throw('I couldn’t make the chest'))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>place chest</td>
<td>placeBlock is not a function</td>
<td>locateBlock(bot, 'chest', 1).then(chestBlock =&gt; placeBlock(bot, chestBlock)).then(success =&gt; success ? bot.chat('I placed the chest!') : _throw('I couldn’t place the chest')) height</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Player utterance, NPC response and generated code for interaction around crafting a chest.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User utterance</th>
<th>NPC response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Numerical facts</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how much hunger does steak restore?</td>
<td>Steak restores 4 hunger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how much damage does a creeper do?</td>
<td>A creeper does 5 damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how many mobs spawn in a raid?</td>
<td>There are about 20 mobs that spawn in a raid!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what is the build limit?</td>
<td>The build limit is 256 blocks!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how long is a Minecraft day?</td>
<td>A day in Minecraft is 20 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>how many different potions are there?</td>
<td>There are currently 16 different potions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Location of things</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where can I find sponges?</td>
<td>You can find sponges in the ocean!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where is the best place to look for diamonds?</td>
<td>The best place to look for diamonds is in the ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where is the best place to look for coal?</td>
<td>The best place to look for diamonds is in the ocean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where do I find a nether star?</td>
<td>A nether star is dropped by the Wither.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do I find zombies?</td>
<td>Zombies are in the nether!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where can I find diamond</td>
<td>Diamond can be found in the ground!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where do I find pigs?</td>
<td>Pigs are in the forest!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparisons</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what has longer pulse, a stone or a wooden button?</td>
<td>A stone has a longer pulse!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which is worse, a creeper or a the dragon?</td>
<td>The dragon is worse than the creeper!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who would win between a skeleton and a zombie?</td>
<td>The zombie would win!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose of things</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is redstone used for?</td>
<td>Redstone is used to power things like furnaces and redstone torches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does an oven do?</td>
<td>An oven is used to cook things like bread and cake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what does a tree drop?</td>
<td>A tree drops oak logs!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what does the ground drop?</td>
<td>The ground drops dirt!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what is a nether star used for?</td>
<td>A nether star is used to cure a zombie villager.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personality of the NPC</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are you an NPC?</td>
<td>I’m not an NPC, I’m a bot!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what do you like to do?</td>
<td>I like to build things!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what have you built?</td>
<td>I have built a lot of things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have you built a house?</td>
<td>I have built a lot of things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where did you get your name?</td>
<td>I was named after the bot in the movie ‘Ace Ventura: Pet Detective’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do you like to do in Minecraft?</td>
<td>I like to make things in Minecraft!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What kinds of things do you like to make?</td>
<td>I like to make things like furnaces, pickaxes, and crafting tables!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11: Users testing NPC’s general knowledge about Minecraft.